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Expectation and Existing Gaps

Facing the global issues, people expects
policy and emerging science and technology
to provide solutions.
However, gaps exist everywhere.
☞Global issues like climate change need urgent
action.
☞Society, policy and STI interact speedier.
Policy is divided in layers and fields.
☞Emerging science and technology have
intrinsic problems.
☞Global issues, policy, science and technology
are discussed disciplinarily and non-holistically.
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Climate change is an urgent issue
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Emerging technology approaches fundamental issues

AI and ICT
Singularity: AI capacity will go beyond all human
intellectual power.
Who has autonomy, AI or human?

Gene Editing
To design and to create new function of living
creature is now possible.
Create what and for what?

Humans have been creating emerging
technology.
Thus humans can and must decide the
way.
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Interaction between policy, society and STI
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Policy in Different Layers and Areas
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Policy, Action and Policy Advice
ICSU Report
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SDGs

A Guide to SDG Interactions:
from Science to Implementation

IIASA
The World in 2050 initiative

ASEAN Next
UNESCAP SDGs
SDGs Action Plan
S&T Basic Plan (Society 5.0)
Strategic Energy Plan
AI Strategy

U Tokyo

Future Society
Initiative

Harmonization among
policies are required
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Government policy: Japan's case
Society 5.0
Appeared first in2016 on 5th Science and
Technology Basic Plan
Scoping the forthcoming future society with
requirement

AI Strategy
Implementation strategy formulated by the
Government
Defining Government actions under the over all
concept and strategic goals affecting whole
Japanese society
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Japan’s AI Strategy
Concept
Human dignity- Diversity & InclusionSustainability

Strategic Targets
Human capacity building
Competitiveness
Technology system
International Harmonization

Government Action
Infrastructures: Education, R&D, Data
basis, Support of entrepreneur
Ethics: to be shared in society in general

Explicit and concrete linkage to global issues is required
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UN STI Forum advised major points
1. crosscutting potential of STI;
2. importance of capacity building;
3. importance of stakeholder engagement;
4. need to make the business case for private sector investment
in innovation for the SDGs;
5. importance of roadmaps for tracking progress;
6. centrality of ICT infrastructure expansion to current
development and STI efforts;
7. need to focus on match-making between existing problems and
existing solutions; and
8. necessity for the STI Forum to conduct a “horizon-scanning”
exercise on the changes happening in the STI field
Identified by Bill Colglazier, Co-Chair of the TFM 10-Member Group and will be
reported to High Level Political Forum in July
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AI-ICT have enormous possibility
ICT realized real-time control.
JST CREST Program: Energy Management Project
Research Supervisor: Masayuki Fujita(Professor, Tokyo Tech)
Creation of Fundamental Theory and Technology to Establish a
Cooperative Distributed Energy Management System and
Integration of Technologies Across Broad Disciplines Toward Social
Application

AI and big data will make
simulation more precise.
 Better prediction will inform policy better
suggestions and options.
 Fact based convincing evidences will be
obtained.
 Counter “fact” to Alternative fact
 Better scenario can be possible

Automated driving cars and traffic control by AI will
minimize energy consumption.
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Business Model of
LED Lantern

Necessary elements
• Sustainable business model
with both cost recovery and
user-friendly price setting

Company
Deposit
Money

Charge the Battery
corresponding to
deposit
Solar Kiosk

•
•

Solar Cell

Smart Phone/Battery
$0.25
Per
night
Asahi Shinbun 2016

LED
Lantern

•
•

Robust Solar Cell
Smart phone based finance
system
Efficient battery
Advanced LED

Key knowledge
-Various technology (soft and hard)
-Business model

AI-ICT is facing its own problem(s)
AI faces ethical, legal and societal issues.
Explainable AI is required.

Big data will soon go over recording capacity.
Breakthrough for data recording is required.

ICT and AI needs huge scale of semiconductor
production for memories and CPU using vast
energy.
The world-top class supercomputer consumes
electricity worth one nuclear power stations.
Energy effective computer like quantum computer is
required.

☞ Cutting edge AI-ICT Policy should harmonize with
needs of global issues.
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We must behave wisely.
Science and technology is
neutral by nature; it will play
either a good role or a bad role.
We can and must decide with
our ethics, value and will. Else,
we will be a slave of ST.
We can clearly indicate our will
by establishing ‘wise’ policy.
Policy will advance with
progress of society and ST.
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Thank you very much for you attention.
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